Gsxr 600 k4

The first model had the same body specifications as the GSX-R , with the smaller engine and
carried over through to the model year with no changes. It was not imported to UK. Redesigned
with the introduction of fuel injection and carried over through to the model year with very few
changes. Redesigned which carried over through to the model year. Total redesign of the
fairings and fuel tank. Inverted forks with radial-mounted brakes. Titanium valves, bit ECU were
some of the changes on the engine side. Suzuki introduced an all-new GSX-R Underslung
exhaust and slipper clutch introduced. Engine is completely new, but with the same bore and
stroke as before. New gauge cluster similar to that used on the GSX-R New cams, lighter
pistons, higher compression and pentagonal ventilation holes on the block increases mid-range
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Cartridge-type, coil spring, fully adjustable spring preload, rebound and compression damping.
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RGV Gamma. It was never the fastest or the most powerful in the supersports class of '04 and
'05, but the Suzuki GSX-R was easily the most fun, especially on the track. Boasting the lightest
weight of all its contenders, the most track-focused chassis and the most evil sounding engine
note, the Suzuki GSX-R is the for dedicated hardcore riders. Although it was the only
supersports tool at the time that never quite broke the magic bhp mark at the rear wheel, none
of that mattered in the real world where the Suzuki GSX-R was every bit as fast as the
competition. What it lost in ultimate top-end power which is why it never really succeeded in
race guise the Suzuki GSX-R gained in usable mid-range grunt for a , ably assisted by its low
all-up weight. The Suzuki GSX-R is a thinly veiled race bike, so all you get for your money are
the bare essentials to make it as fast and handle well as possible, oh and just about legal. Aside
from the Suzuki GSX-R'shuge beam frame and rev-hungry short-stroke engine you get
radially-mounted four-piston front brakes, fully-adjustable suspension and somewhere to sit.
Read what they have to say and what they like and dislike about the bike below. Ludicrously
fast for it's stated power output; a tad uncomfortable, but you don't ride one of these beasts for
comfort - you ride it for sheer pleasure! Yet, this GSXR feels just as fast, and the torque is
neck-snapping. You often read reviews where riders say their is faster than a GSXR , but now
I'm wondering whether they could be the same, and it's just down to the rider's aptitude. I can
barely get out of 2nd gear in London and I'm not even reaching RPMs and still hitting over
40mph - there are 4 more gears to be used! You'll have a lot of fun. Use it and abuse it - I have
gone through pretty much every of the same "era" and this one is the most pleasant, but
unspectacular one of them. As always with Suzuki - you will love the engine and gearbox,
however handling is way behind the Ninjas and CBRs. For some reason Suzuki decided to give
the gixxer a huge seat height, which makes it awkward in the corners. Overall, the gixxer is
good but not spectacular and whatever you are after track, city riding, comfort, etc. I found the
stock fuelling very top-heavy. Injection management gizmo sorted it out very well Lovely bike
for short distance The aggressive riding position can mean shoulder checks are restricted and
obviously long distance riding can be painful especially due to cramped leg position Lovely
sounding engine, nice precise handling, not bad on fuel for what it is. Fun to ride most of the
time. If you want a sports bike this is great. If you think you might want a sports bike as your
main bike then be prepared to sacrifice some real world practicality for the joys of having a real
sports bike. Im not looking to sell it soon. My last bike was the gsxf, which I was forced to let go
when it was written off by a white van. My first bike after Direct Access I was warned off this
bike as a first, The bike is fast yes but only if you want it to be. I was suprised how easy it was
to drive easy to drive slowly and smooth at a much faster speed on a bumpy country lane
aswell. Handles well alot easier to do manovers than the GS i did my test on. Owned since Feb
Problems Only that has let me down was the alarm, kept immobilising the bike and giving lots of
false alarms. Have had this replaced and has been fine since. Wont be using Acumen alarms in
the future, will stick to Meta systems. Review Moved on to this from a SRAD, in my opinion the 2
bikes couldn't be more different even though they're from the same stable. Saying that though it
is still a comfy bike, the seat is nicely padded, the pegs at the right height for me anyway, 5' 11"
and a decent reach to the bars, racy but not extreme. The original screen had to go in exchange

for a DB, on my first ride home my head was getting ripped off with the wind blast!!!! As with
any bike get some crash bungs as well. Suspension wise - it's there and fully adjustable, mine is
on the factory settings which you may find too soft for hard riding. I don't understand all this
compression and rebound malarky but I know it's too soft for the track so will get it adjusted on
my next trackday. Brakes - You pull the lever, the bike stops. You pull it too hard, you'll go over
the bars!!! Do radial brakes really make a difference to the everyday rider??? Not to me but they
look good!! Engine - It's always started first time and never let me down, pulls strongly from k
rpm right to the redline. Good for a indicated mph on a private test track of course. Decent
amount of midrange as well allowing you to be lazy with the 'box. Gearbox - It's a Gixxer, best
gearboxes on the planet!!! Final Word I love my bike!!! Plan to keep it for another year but only
because I'll want more power, even then I plan to stay in the GSXR family with poss a K6 Its
done whatever I've asked of it, whether thrapping round a track, bimbling round country roads
or got me home in torrential rain. It's never let me down apart from the alarm which is an
aftermarket thing, it's got the power when you need it, the brakes are fantastic, it doesn't cripple
you each time you get on it. It's built my confidence up a lot and when it goes it will be missed!
Just bought a gixer 6 k4, i've had a few bikes but this is by far the best, handles well and has a
good wrist to mph reaction. I owned a Gixer K4 last year and did miles on it. I loved the bike
apart from the comfort and foolishly traded it in for a new Yamaha Fazer FZ6 because I thought
my wife would prefer it for riding pillion. Well she came out on the Fazer twice and decided it
wasn't for her. The Fazer may have more comfort but in terms of looks and excitement it's like
comparing a Ford Mondeo with a Porche Get a GSXR. And it's a GSXR. The best in my opinion.
Weaknesses: A bit heavy on the wrists, and no hugger as standard - thats about it. But I'm
going to get another one. A K4 or K5. So that says a lot for it! Owners' rating 4. Specs Owners'
reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View 12 images. View bikes for sale. Specs Engine size cc
Engine type 16v, in-line-four, fuel-injection, 6 gears Frame type Aluminium twin spar Fuel
capacity 17 litres Seat height mm Bike weight kg Front suspension Fully adjustable Rear
suspension Fully adjustable Front brake Twin mm discs, four-piston radial calipers. Warranty
term Two year unlimited mileage. Other versions None. Engine 5 out of 5 Bulletproof.
Equipment 5 out of 5 Who cares! Engine 5 out of 5 I found the stock fuelling very top-heavy.
Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Depends if you service yourself or outsource. Equipment 3 out of 5 for
the age, the bike had a fair bit of gadgets on it - it even had a rev warning light. Engine 5 out of
5. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5. Equipment 3 out of 5. Engine 4 out of 5. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5.
Equipment 4 out of 5. Equipment 5 out of 5. Medium Summary of owners' reviews. The latest
guide to all new UK Motorcycles and Scooters is now available on-line It's chilly and damp and
the roads are greasy. I've had several people try to kill me this morning, either by pulling out
without looking or by dumping half the contents of their diesel tanks on roundabouts and I'm
riding a totally unfamiliar bike. OK, so the last bit is nothing new, because in this job I spend a
lot of time on unfamiliar bikes. In fact, none of this is alien to me - I ride bikes all the time so,
just like you, I get kind of used to the extras that go with it. But today I'm grinning like an idiot.
And the reason is between my knees. Don't be so rude, you at the back Nobody has road tested
it yet, so we're getting a scoop which always feels good. But what feels even better is the fact
that this little bike, despite only having 12 miles on the clock when I collected it, is loosening up
nicely and is quite simply one of the most enjoyable, satisfying and involving bikes that I have
ever had the pleasure of riding. The new GSX-R , as you'll already know, is a major move on
from the outgoing version. The 'old' model was hardly renowned for being overweight or
underpowered but this new version has more power and is lighter still. The styling has had a
welcome update, bringing it more inline with the rest of the Suzuki sports range and a few other
areas have been worked on. Most welcome is the move to radial brakes which replace the
previous, slightly weedy setup with a mighty, meaty arrangement that provides brick wall
retardation with minimal finger effort. Very impressive, especially attached to upside-down
forks. The is all grown up now. It may be a cutting edge sports bike but the GSX-R hasn't lost
the usability of the old version. There's still underseat storage - enough for a set of waterproofs
and probably a u-lock of some sort - which is a welcome result of Suzuki's decision to stay
away from underseat exhausts. The mirrors are excellent, providing usually blur free views of,
wait for it, the road behind you! Yes, no more peering around elbows - this GSX-R has mirrors
that actually work even better then the old version, and they weren't bad at all to start with. The
restyled over and under headlight is very good on dip although high beam on this bike needs
adjusting to get it right. No problem and hardly unreasonable on a dealer demonstrator that was
only registered yesterday. The light spread is very good and the lens manages to avoid the
torch beam effect that you often see with this type of lamp. High beam is the conventional lens
above dip. As with all Suzukis, there is not an option to turn the lights off, that switch being
replaced by a hazard light switch on the left bars. Ideal for track days This is probably a good

time to discuss quality. We heard lots of muttering about the build quality of the bikes on show
at the NEC. Suzuki assured us at the time that they were pre-production machines and didn't
represent what the real ones would be like. Having had a chance to go over a genuine
production machine I can confirm that they were telling the truth. The paintwork and lacquer are
smooth and thick, graphics are properly lacquered in, exposed castings are properly finished
and the whole bike has a reassuring solid feel that was distinctly lacking from the exhibition
bikes. But you're probably more interested in the riding. If you're a regular here you'll know that
my normal day to day ride is a K1 GSX-R, so I was expecting something pretty gutless in
comparison. Now while I'll not be using that hairy old cliche 'surfing on a wave of torque' to
describe this, or indeed any other, , I will be saying that the GSX-R is by far the most flexible
and rideable of all the s I've tried to date. It pulls cleanly from low revs to my enforced rev
ceiling running in, you see and is perfectly happy to pootle around at low speed in town. The
latest version of Suzuki's trick twin butterfly injection is impeccable, with razor sharp response
and a delightful woofly sort of growl from the airbox. The only grumble is the enormous silencer
which looks a little out of proportion and is perhaps a little too quiet. Handling is phenomenal
within the limits imposed by weather and traffic. We're going to be doing a track test at Easter,
so I'll confine myself to saying that the GSX-R went exactly where I pointed it when I asked it to
without argument or dissent of any kind. It also behaved impeccably under duress, like when
the delightful lady in the Punto decided that no, I wasn't coming past her on this dual
carriageway because I was obviously speeding and she wasn't going to have it. At least I can
only assume that was her thought process, because she moved into the right lane in front of me
and braked. So I can also confirm that 70mph stoppies I wasn't even speeding at that point are
controllable and as relaxed as they can reasonably be. And the brakes are really rather good.
What else? Ah yes. Spending a day in the saddle wasn't uncomfortable at all. I don't ache, my
bum didn't go to sleep and my wrists are fine. The horn is as weedy as sportsbike horns always
are - another reason for a louder exhaust, perhaps - the instrumentation is clear and includes a
clock and the exhaust gets seriously hot. In fact that's my only grumble. I melted part of my
boot on the unprotected exhaust, which is perilously close to where I put my feet down at traffic
lights. Definitely not a bike to ride in shorts and flip-flops, then. On the road the GSX-R is a
dream. It has a fantastic throttle response, it's going to go like the clappers when it's run in,
handling is predictable but sharp, it looks good, it's practical and it has great brakes.
Comparing it to my I'd say that in the real world there would be nothing in it. The has a little
more torque but the makes everything so accessible that in the end it would come down to the
individual rider and what sort of a day they were having. Thanks to Premier Suzuki in West
Wickham - - for the loan of their demonstrator. If you want one of these cracking bikes, and trust
me when I say that if you ever even consider going for it then you really do want one of these,
give them a call. Just make it soon, because by all accounts there won't be many unsold for
long All rights reserved. Users may download and print extracts of content from this website for
their own personal and non-commercial use only. Republication or redistribution of content,
including by framing or similar means, is expressly prohibited without the prior written consent
of Motorbikestoday. Advertise with us. New Bike Guide. Can I insure this bike? Last year Honda,
Kawasaki and Yamaha all updated their s. Their chassis are virtually identical and, as only 2kg
separates them on the scales, the handling is very similar. The turns quickly and has the same
balanced and neutral feeling in corners with loads of feedback from the front end. Compared to
the rest of the s, the Suzuki is slightly larger with a roomier riding position, but rather than
hinder the bike it actually helps the rider move around more easily, which is both a help in
corners and makes the bike reasonably comfortable for day-to-day riding and even commuting.
Rather than cheat and add a few extra cc, Suzuki has decided to use a bit of cunning by
lightening the internal components to help the engine rev faster. Compared to all the other bikes
here the is the screamer of the bunch. Given its capacity, this is only to be expected, but even
so the GSX-R still has a decent amount of mid-range before, in true GSX-R fashion, hitting its
sweet spot at around rpm and going banzai. Only a few years ago s were all about top end go
with next to bugger all in the mid-range, but the GSX-R has proved that a true supersport bike
can come with added kick in the midrange. Skip to main content. Bikes for Sale Get Insurance.
Search form Search. While the engine is flexible, strong and useful, the will appeal to a certain
type of rider; one that likes to make engines scream, change gear at every corner and work the
bike hard. Average: 3 1 vote. Assured handling and you'll love working th
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at engine hard to get the most out of it. Harder work than its bigger brothers, slightly

uncompromising riding position for some. Latest Reviews. Yamaha MT First road test, review
and specs. BMW R 18 first impressions after 50 miles. Triumph Trident Review A quick and
classy A2 middle-weight. Latest Videos. Indian FTR first impressions review. Kawasaki Z
real-world review Part one. Related Articles. UK flooding uncovers a hoard of vintage
motorcycle parts. Ducati Panigale V4R Vs. Airstrip: How fast can it go? Triumph Rocket 3 TFC
power and specs confirmed. Triumph release new pictures and full Thruxton TFC spec. How
toâ€¦ Fit an Akrapovic full exhaust system to a Yamaha Tracer. Related Videos. Akrapovic
release spine-tingling tribute to superbikes. Masters of Dirt comes to the UK. Kawasaki pitch
new ZZR against Hayabusa. This website is owned and published by Crash Media Group
Limited. The total or partial reproduction of text, photographs or illustrations is not permitted in
any form.

